Determining kinetics and affinities of protein interactions using a parallel real-time label-free biosensor, the Octet.
ForteBio's Octet optical biosensor harnesses biolayer interferometry to detect and quantify molecular interactions using disposable fiber-optic biosensors that address samples from an open shaking microplate without any microfluidics. We recruited a monoclonal antibody against a panel of peptides to compare the Octet directly with Biacore's well-established 3000 platform and Bio-Rad's recently launched ProteOn XPR36 array system, which use surface plasmon resonance (SPR) to detect the binding of one analyte over four surfaces and six analytes over six surfaces, respectively. A sink method was used to prevent analyte from rebinding the ligand-coated Octet tips and enabled us to extract accurate kinetic rate constants, as judged by their close agreement with those determined by SPR. Although the Octet is not sensitive enough to detect the binding of small molecules directly, it can access their affinities indirectly via solution competition experiments. We conducted similar experiments on the SPR instruments to validate these measurements. The Octet is emerging as a versatile complement to other more sophisticated biosensors, and the ProteOn provides high-quality data near the sensitivity of Biacore but in a more multiplexed format. Our results provide a benchmark for assessing the performance of the above-mentioned sensors.